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Interventions for the Gifted Student

Introduction
Interventions for the Gifted Student is written to update educators about the Response to
Intervention (RTI) process and how it applies to gifted/talented (G/T) learners. Included in this
introduction is an overview of the following:
• RTI for Struggling Students
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• Features of RTI for G/T students
• Value-added practice

• Comparison of RTI for G/T and for struggling learners
• Best practices of differentiation for G/T students
dents
ts
• RTI process for G/T students

• Characteristics of G/T students

Response to Intervention
n (RTI)
RTI) for Str
Struggling
ling Students

Response to Intervention (RTI)
RTI)) was original
originally developed
veloped
ped as a way tto helpp struggling
strugglin
uggl
students succeed in regular classrooms
ms and preven
prevent th
them being
eing identified as having
ng learning
earning di
disab
disabilities (Coil,
Coil,
2010). RTI recommends
ends the use of re
rresearch-based
h-based best prac
practices and strategies
rategies bef
before thee student
udent
is referred to special education se
services.
s
A problem solving ap
approach
recommended
app
ach is often
ten recom
recomm
d to implement
mplement
ment RTI. A team works
orks together to
identify each
potential causes
problems and
ch student’
student’s pproblems,
ms, determine
etermine pot
po
es of the pro
d develop an iindividualised plan to me
meet each
h student’s
udent’s needs
need (Coil,, 2010).
0). The plan
pl can bee adapted
dapted depend
depending on
how the student
nt responds
re
dss to the intervention.
interv
interven

B

ro

w

RTI is often conceptualised
model.. More intensi
intervention is
eptualised
alised as a tthree-tiered
iered triangular
iangular m
iangula
intensive int
required at each
h tier.
er.

Tier III
Intensive,
individual
intervention
tion

Tier II
Small group
nterventions to supp
interventions
support
gling and unres
struggling
unresponsive students

Tier I
High quality, targeted instruction for all students

Students may be able to move down a tier following a positive response to the interventions being
implemented.
Interventions for the Gifted Student
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E-2

Revised Bloom Question Stems and Activities
Applying: Question Stems
• Do you know another instance where…?
• What factors would you change if…?
• Would this information be useful if you had a…?
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• What question would you ask of…?

• Can you apply the method used to some experiment of your own…?
• Could this have happened in…?

• Can you group characteristics such as…?

Applying: Activities

• Construct a model to demonstrate
stratee how it wil
will work.
stud
stu
• Make a scrapbook aboutt thee areas of study.
materia
• Paint a mural using the same mater
materials.

you product
yo
uct using a known
know strategy
tegy as a model.
mode
• Design a market strategy for your
costu
• Dress a doll inn national costume.

ollec n of phot
photo
hs to demonstrate
monstrate a particular
ticular
icular point.
• Take a collection
photographs
puzzl game pursuing
puzz
rsuing
ng the ideas
ide
i
he study.
tudy.
• Makee up a puzzle
from the
itee a textbook
textboo about…for
…forr others.
• Write

Analysing: Question
ion Stems

• How would
uld you compare your…with
…with
th that presented
p sen in…?
…?

ro
w

• How would
uld you expl
expla
explain what
at must have ha
happened
hap
when…?
…?
• How would you ddistinguish
sh between…an
between…and…?

• If…had
…had happe
happened, what might
ght the ending
en
have been?
• How was…
was…similar to…?

• Wha
What w
…?
was the underlying theme of…?

B

• W
What are the differences between…and…?
n…and…?
nd…?

• What do you see as other possible
ible
le outcomes?
outcomes

Interventions for the Gifted Student
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E-6
DEPTH AND COMPLEXITY
Secondary Lesson: COURAGE

UNANSWERED QUESTIONS
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Initiate unanswered questions with a chart: What do we know about courage? What
hat do we want
to know about courage? What did you learn about courage? This provides a base
ase of knowledg
knowled
knowledge,
expands the base for all the students in the group, and provides opportunity for
or unanswered
nanswered quesq
tions that lead to independent studies.

K-W-L
W-L Cha
Chart
Ch

W

L

What do you know
about courage?

What do you want to know
ow
about courage?

W did you learn
What
about courage?

ro
w

K

LANGUAG OF THE DISCIPLINE
LANGUAGE
LI
LI

B

Discuss courage and generate a list of names of courageous
Discus
co
courag
people (fictional or actual). What
term are used to describe courage
terms
ge or courageous ac
acts? Use the following questions to guide
thinking:
th
• Who is the most courageous person
erson you kn
know or have seen or read about (either fictional or
actual)?
• What words are used/would you use to describe the person’s courage or courageous act(s)?
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Mystery Concept
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Students are given a set of cards, each with a different attribute, yet all related to the same concept.
The students are then asked to think about the cards and to group them under categories which they
create. The students can move the cards around, changing categories and looking for common
attributes among the cards until they can identify the mystery concept. The teacher can lead students to the categories by questioning, adding additional data, and giving cues and hints. See E19 for Mystery Card Game examples. Blank Mystery Cards can be found in Section V, F-13.
-13.

5Es Lesson Design

ude generate and test a hypothesis. See page
The 5E Lesson Design is another method of helping students
ch oof tthe 5Es is listed
d below with its ppurpose.
5 for more information about the 5Es of Learning. Each
Engage:

The teacher creates an exciting
g atmosphere
mosphere ab
abo
about a topic
pic to engage stu
students in learning. The students define questions, decide
decid upon tasks, make the
th connection from
new to known, and define
ne the relevance.
relevance

Explore:

The teacher provides
ides hands-on, minds-on
m
on activities for the students.
ud
At least two
questions will be posed
thee students’ exploration
osed to encourage
encou
enco
exp
on of the
th topic. The students become
involved with
Teamwork
me actively invol
ith the material. T
work iss used to begin builduild
ing a knowledge
owledge base.

Explain:

Thee teacher
too solicit student explanations
her asks ttwo higher-order
gher der questions
questi
e
ations
ns of the
exploration.
techniques
explorati
The teacher
her uses
ses te
niqu that
at will help the students
ts connect their
exploration
studied. Students
exploratio to the topic
opicc being stud
stu
udents
ts explain their
th discoveries,
scoveries,
overies, processes
proces
and conc
concepts that
learned. This
creconce
at have
ave been learn
his can be done tthrough
h written,
itten, verbal or cr
ative
ive pprojects.
s.

w

Elaborate: The teacher
understanding of the topic by using
scientific tercher
er will develop
develo students’
dent understandi
usin sc
minology
expand their
nology
gy and showing
showi application
plication
ation of
o the
he topic
to to daily
ily living. Students
Stu
Studen
knowledge,
wledge, make connections
ections to similar
simila concepts
simi
pts and
nd apply the
t new learning to other
situations.
ituations.

B

ro

Evaluate:
checks for
and use of rubrics,
luate:
e: The teacher
tea
or understanding
unders
ng through
hrough the development
ddevel
conducts
student interviews
The students demonstrate
con
cond
ws and monitors
tors student
studen projects.
proje
their
problem-based learning outputs, and
th knowledge of the topic through
rough
h portfolios
portfolios, pro
individual projects and products.
ducts.
ts.

The 5E
See E-20 for examples. A blank form
5 Lesson Design can be used across
ross the curriculum.
curricul
curr
can be found in Section V, F-14.
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